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After the startup in 2016, Empathic Building now appears as a robust 
and massively scalable IoT solution that is ready for deliveries to large 
hospitals. We have delivered our solution to over 20 countries. In the 
past year, we have delivered over 650,000 m2 in the hospital area. Are 
you next?
Start maturing your organization, iot is here to stay 
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Our goal is to solve as many tasks as possible with the same iot infrastructure.

The system is used by all users of the building and can be used on all surfaces such as mobile phones, PCs, touch screens etc

Patient:

- The summons gives the patient access to the model so that the visit can be planned (eg through a QR code)

- Access to search for Points of interest in the building such as department, service offer, transport, etc

- Employee: 

Clinic: Infection tracking, reporting patient visits, finding equipment, who has used the equipment back in time, 

reporting hand hygiene, finding available rooms, increasing utilization of buildings, providing access to common data across units, 

where the patient is going (for X-ray ..)

Renhold: Room free / occupied, paper dispenser full / empty, need based cleaning / integration to cleaning 

system, cleaning is necessary based on usagedata after previous cleaning

Technical dept: Service tickets integrated with maintenance system, finding equipment, environmental analysis 

(temperature / co2 / etc), environmental measures

Biomedical dept: Find equipment, communicate from the maintenance system to the equipment (take the 

equipment out of use / communicate need of technical service / user manuals / training)

Eiendomsavdeling: Computer-driven decisions, change routines based on facts, make room for those who need 

it and not those who shout the loudest

Ledelsesrapportering: Data-driven reporting, capacity utilization, reduced need for medical and other material 

due to increased utilization, environmental reporting / change over time, patient / equipment flow, ac

Owner:

Reporting basis for drawing parallels between enterprises and learning 



- No patient data
- Employees can show their face if they want to, 

but can always pull this back. 
- We do not save historical data connected to a 

person

Contact tracing:

- Done with anonymous tags where the hospital 
needs to have a separate system for which 
employess/patient was wearing which tag

- Our report is only showing that a tag was in contact 
with another tag at a specific time and date


























